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Contendam to close
down a year on from
Congrex collapse
Professional conference organiser
Contendam is set to close down.
Around 15 people will lose their jobs
after the firm’s owners decided to put
the company, formed from the ashes of
Congrex UK a year ago, into voluntary
liquidation.

To the moon and back

The 325 first time attendees in Antalya
this year travelled the equivalent
of 1,056,250 miles to attend the
congress, the equivalent of three trips
between earth and the moon, according
to Meetology CEO Jonathan Bradshaw.

Nina Freysen-Pretorius, first African president of ICCA.

Nina wins best-of-three presidential race
were tears and cheers and a standing
ovation for the South African professional
conference organiser. As she returned
from the stage, the first person to
congratulate her was Martin Winter of the
Gold Coast Convention Bureau– the only
male to stand against her.
Her election campaign included

a focus on better client relationships
with international associations and a
recognition of the need for change. “With
ICCA celebrating 50 years of industry
involvement I think it is time for an African
leader to be given an opportunity to lead,”
she said. “Now is the time for ICCA to
extend its influence into new markets and

And a ground-breaking change for Arnaldo….
Ex-president Arnaldo Nardone has moved
on to a new role in the development
and opening of a new US$70 million
convention centre in Punta del Este, 120
kilometres from Montevideo, Uruguay.
Punta del Este is the most famous
resort in South America and is known
as the St Tropez of Latin America.
The new venue will accommodate
5,000 delegates, with exhibition halls

Arnaldo
Nardone
covering 12,000 sqm and a planned
expansion to 18,000 sqm in total.
Work started three months ago with

completion scheduled for September
2016. Arnaldo will be general manager
of the venue within the CIEPE Group,
a joint venture with three companies
including La Rural, Fenix Group and
his own consultancy, MICE Consulting,
on a 27 year contract. The project is
entirely funded by local government
and is designed to extend the three
months season of the destination.

developing countries, fostering continued
growth that will provide jobs, assist in the
alleviation of poverty and contribute to a
better life for many.”
In her election bid, she used
old-fashioned direct mail and a YouTube
presentation to underline her credentials
as an entrepreneur and a leader.

ICCADAILY
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Nina Freysen-Pretorius is the new
president of the International Congress &
Convention Association – the first African
president and only the third woman
president in the association’s 50-year
history.
When her predecessor Arnaldo
Nardone announced the result, there

Martin Lewis Rob Spalding
Allan Norbury James Lancaster
Steve Ward
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Thirst for knowledge
More than 300 first-time attendees have registered for this congress, and
learning is at the top of their agenda:
“I’m responsible for international marketing and I need to know more
about the latest trends, and introduce myself to more associations. I’m
expecting the whole programme to be useful.”
Ekaterina Nedelina, ExpoForum, St Petersburg

“I recently gained my CMP (Certified Meeting Professional), and I’m
here to speak to the people who have the expertise and learn from
them. The destinations we represent (Qatar and Jordan) are still
developing in this market and need some help, so this will only help to
increase my knowledge.”
Nataly Bannourah, UTA Engage, Doha

“I’m looking for a better understanding and the main thing I want is to
take business leads to another level, and take away some important
information.”
Natalie Kensley, The Conference Company, Cape Town

“I want to grasp what the industry is doing at the moment; we are at a
point as a company where we want to go in new directions. I take part
in ICCA events locally, and this is a natural progression – and I am
looking forward to the networking!”
Martina Bühler, Interlaken Congress & Events, Switzerland

“This is a great environment for me, I only have two years’ experience
in the industry and this week is going to be very valuable. Big data is
the area I want to learn more about.”
Narasak Muangkaew, Thailand Convention & Exhibition Bureau

“Having only been in the industry for two years, this is a great way to
connect with my peers. What stands out for me is the ability to network
and speak to people in similar roles, a fantastic way to connect.”
Rahul Shah, Metro Toronto Convention Centre, Canada

ICCA’s social media push pays dividends
Almost 500 people – most of them
members – have tweeted about this year’s
ICCA congress, following a concerted
social media campaign by the association’s
communications strategists.
The multi-pronged campaign has
involved delegates uploading selfies and
photos of their journey to Antalya, and a
Facebook photo competition based on last
year’s CAT Night in Shanghai.
More than 2,607 tweets had been
posted when ICCA Daily went to press,
which have been seen by a potential 6.5

Associations have ‘unrealistic expectations’, charges PCO
Associations have increasingly unrealistic
expectations of professional congress
organisers (PCOs), according to one of the
industry’s most outspoken stalwarts.
Roslyn McLeod, managing director
of Arinex, said not-for-profits were
becoming more demanding with their
requests for proposals, particularly with
turnaround times.
Associations need to understand that
PCOs might have ‘other priorities’ at

that particular time, she said, and that
they might be working on other, larger
congresses.
Speaking during the Meetings
Management session on the Ethics
of RFPs from Associations, she also
made an appeal for greater clarity by
associations from the start.
“It’s absolutely imperative that your
clients are clear with their objectives from
the outset. Everybody always talks about

transparency. Well, transparency is a
two-way street.
“If associations are using a previous
request for proposal document they
should read and update it, because,
frankly, some of the documents are so out
of date it is laughable.”
Like that? – See this afternoon’s half-day
mini conference ‘PCO focus: Association
meetings = risky business for PCOs?’,
14:00-17:30, Cornelia, Ground, Citrine III

Abu Dhabi revs up for World Road Congress
Abu Dhabi National Exhibitions
Company (ADNEC) will host the
World Road Congress in 2019 after
winning overwhelming support from
the organisers’ membership.
ADNEC secured 163 out of a
possible 177 votes. The meeting is
expected to draw more than 5,000
experts and specialists from around the

world to the United Arab Emirates.
The event, which was established in
1909 by the World Road Association
(PIARC), brings together global road
administrations from 120 governments
along with members in 140 countries.
Humaid Matar Al Dhaheri, acting
group CEO of ADNEC, said: “Winning
this bid is another significant achievement

for Abu Dhabi and for ADNEC, as we work
to enhance Abu Dhabi’s reputation as a
global hub for business tourism. Abu
Dhabi offers a unique value proposition
that we believe sets us apart as a hub for
high level dialogue.”
The event is held every four
years. Next year’s will be in Seoul in
November.

Conference accuses Chicago of favouritism as it moves to Orlando
Chicago has lost one of its largest
conferences because of an agreement
to give delegates of another event
preferential hotel rates.
The Healthcare Information and
Management Systems Society (HIMSS)
had committed to holding its annual

conference and exhibition in the city in
2015 and again in 2019, but has now
pulled out of the 2019 date. HIMSS, which
attracts more than 38,000 healthcare IT
professionals to its annual show, told
Choose Chicago – the city’s tourism
and convention agency – that a room rate

clause of a larger convention was at issue.
The clause stipulates that hotel
operators hosting attendees of the
Radiological Society of North America’s
(RSNA) annual conference must guarantee
a lower room rate than offered to any other
large conference.

million people. Tweets have been sent from
498 individual accounts.
Mathijs
Vleeming,
ICCA’s
communication strategist, said: “This
year we chose to use our community
hashtag #ICCAWorld for this week
instead of adding the year date.
Everybody knows it’s 2014 so what’s
the point? But also it means we are
engaging members to use the hashtag
all year round. It means we can generate
interest before the event and continue
the conversation after the event.”

MCI France merges
with creative agency
MCI France, the congress organiser
and association management company,
has merged with creative client services
agency Yves Hunt, a former subsidiary
of the Awak’iT Group.
“We are delighted to be joining forces
with the MCI Group,” said Antoine
Alexandre who co-founded Yves Hunt
in 2008 and will now lead MCI France’s
Meetings and Events division.
“After
our
successful
entrepreneurial adventure, we’re
excited to be moving on to the
next stage. Combining Yves Hunt’s
dynamism with the MCI Group’s
impressive global presence and best
practices will allow us to embrace
new challenges and gain experience
in new markets.”
The agency has worked across
a number of industries, including
the healthcare and life sciences,
automotive and financial sectors.

Top of the spots

In a bid to encourage use of the SpotMe
app at this year’s congress, the most
prolific contact sharers and social
media users will top the SpotMe charts
– with prestige as the top prize. But
as one wag told ICCA Daily: “There’s
always a prize in social media land.”
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Sydney leads new move to win business
through intellectual capital report
Business Events Sydney is the first
Partner with
Business
convention
bureau
inEvents
theSydney
world to
to help make your events shine!
position itself as an ‘intellectual capital’
in the world of international meetings.
Sydney’s top-level connections with
specific business sectors are the focus
of the first online report “Sydney Shines”
on the new www.IntellectualCapitals.
com web site, published by CAT
Publications. The new site focuses on
sectors of business, technology and
science and the cities in which human
capital drives growth in them. Sydney is
one of the first cities taking advantage of
this latest trend in destination marketing
to drive inward investment.
www.IntellectualCapitals.com supports
institutions, corporations and individual
talent seeking the knowledge, investment,
business and career opportunities of an
`Intellectual Capital` – a place to meet,
invest, work and live.
This recognises that many advances
in technology, science and medicine
BESydney offices

London

vancouver

Shanghai

Mumbai
Singapore

Sydney

BESydney promotes Sydney and NSW as premier
business event destinations, identifies new event
opportunities and competes to secure these events.
An independent not-for-profit company, BESydney
is funded through a partnership between the
NSW Government and the private sector. It is a
full-service bureau that prides itself on being the
single point of contact for government, industry
and business engagement across Sydney, and
Australia.

BESydney unites NSW priority industries with
potential business events, then utilises its strategic
partner and membership base of leading hotels,
venues, attractions, event suppliers and conference
organisers to not only win the event but to also
facilitate its successful delivery.
With more than 40 years of experience, and
representatives across the globe, BESydney is
always on hand to provide support, assistance
and guidance for your next Sydney event. Whether
it’s connecting with thought leaders, government
bodies or global businesses, the BESydney team is
your expert partner.

From initial enquiry right up until the final farewells,
it is one of the only bureaux worldwide that is
guaranteed to support you every step of the way.
And, best of all, its services are free of charge.
Let BESydney help your event to shine!
www.businesseventssydney.com.au

SYDNEY SHINES

Contact BESydney
Australia office
Level 13, 80 William Street
Sydney NSW 2011 Australia
Phone: +61 2 9331 4045
Fax: +61 2 9360 1223
Email: info@besydney.com.au

Europe office
Australia Centre, Australia House
6th Floor Melbourne Place,
The Strand
London WC2B 4LG
United Kingdom
Phone: + +44 20 7438 4616
Email: ukoffice@besydney.com.au

China office
2 Room 1139, Level 11, IMAGO Tower
No.99 Wu Ning Road, Putuo District
Shanghai 200063
PR China
Phone: +86 21 60567270
Email: chinaoffice@besydney.com.au
India office
No 83, 3 North Avenue (Building 3)
Maker Maxity, Bandra Kurla Complex
Bandra (E) Mumbai India 400051
Phone: +91 22 6749 3034
Mobile: +91 9873 70 76 79
Email: pbawa@besydney.com.au

Americas office
#248-970 Burrard Street
Vancouver BC V6Z 2R4
Phone: +1 604 801 9673
Email: americanoffice@besydney.com.au

Singapore office
30 Raffles Place
23/F Chevron House
Singapore 048622
Phone: +65 6233 5623
Email: singaporeoffice@besydney.com.au

are radically changing the social and
economic landscape of the global
economy. Innovation and collaboration
are drivers of change but a destination’s
wealth in knowledge and human
capital is the new magnet for growth
and prosperity through meetings,
conventions and events.

As well as deploying CAT’s team
of editors and curators to identify
where these knowledge hubs reside,
Intellectual Capitals will be publishing
a series of special digital reports on
cities or regions that provide access to
the knowledge and human capital that
will drive business growth and enable
personal ambition – a knowledge hub
of knowledge hubs – starting with
an in-depth review of how Sydney,
New South Wales, is changing its
economy through investment in
meetings infrastructure, research and
development and the collaboration of
its academic and research bodies with
those of business, science, technology
and medicine.
BESydney focuses on its strengths
in professional and financial
services, innovation, information and
communication technology, medical
research and education to target those
congress organisers it can assist with

building attendance, attracting new
members, delivering top speakers and
identifying sponsors.
“Building on this wealth of
intellectual capital is vital to Sydney
and the region”, says Alex Malley, CEO
of Certified Practising Accountants
Australia. “Australia is an open
economy, it’s an open minded country
and it provides this extraordinary
opportunity to interact at an educational
and a creative level. “It’s got the mindset
for collaboration. It’s got the mindset
for growth.”
“BESydney works hard to
understand what’s important for event
organisers. Strategy and relationships
drive successful international events
that deliver long-lasting legacies
for all involved,” says Business
Events Sydney (BESydney) CEO, Lyn
Lewis-Smith. “And we are delighted
to be featured as the first ‘Intellectual
Capital’ within this new resource.”

Venues need to shout their message loudly

Amsterdam is on the case

If delegates spot a bright red case being wheeled
around the conference rooms at the Susesi Luxury
Resort, it has nothing to do with excess baggage.
The distinctive case is set to be the star of Amsterdam
Marketing’s presentation during Tuesday’s ICCA Best
Marketing Award plenary session – and has not left
Edward Wortman or Marc Horsmans’ side, (pictured).
The pair remain tight lipped on the case contents though.
Monaco Convention Bureau and Wonderful Copenhagen Convention
Bureau are also finalists for the award, to be presented by Patrick Delaney,
director of SoulNua in Ireland.

Barcelona ICC slashes delegate energy consumption
Delegates at the Barcelona International
Convention Centre (CCIB) are consuming
20 per cent less energy than a year ago,
managers have claimed in a new report.
More waste is being managed and
the CCIB has its own wind turbine.
The company has just published its

third CSR Report and the first based on
the G4 Guide of the Global Reporting
Initiative. Not only is it using less
energy and recycling more waste, the
CCIB is also buying 97 per cent of its
supplies from the city of Barcelona or
its metropolitan area.

“When the attention span of the average
human in 2014 is just eight seconds,
(and a goldfish is nine), your sales
message needs to grab the recipient by
the lapels and shout at them loudly.”
That was the advice from Philip
Davies of leading branding agency
Siegel + Gales when venues came
under the microscope at yesterday’s
session. But volume is not the only key
to success, according to Davies.
He said: “You need a different voice to
come across in your communications.

Branding now is about experience and
we have to create and moderate the
stories we weave. Every venue needs a
magic sauce and needs to demonstrate
adaptability. “
He added that the key ingredients are
authenticity, simplicity and surprise.
Moderator Kim Myrhe of FreemanXP
said: “In the corporate sector we are
now creating stories around events to
create engagement before, during and
after the event. I think venues should
consider doing the same.”

Melbourne expands to recoup lost 20 per cent of business
Melbourne Convention and Exhibition
Centre (MCEC) will be expanded to
cover the 20 per cent of business it is
currently turning away.
Only five years old, the centre’s
South Wharf precinct footprint will
include new retail space, additional
car parks, hotel accommodation
and multi-purpose convention and
exhibition facilities.
“The expansion could include

additional exhibition and banquet
space, smaller meeting rooms, new
plenary options and an exciting
new indoor-outdoor networking and
entertainment space,” said chief
executive Peter King.
MCEC’s expansion proposal has
been endorsed across the industry as the
venue continues to turn away nearly 20
per cent of new business opportunities
due to lack of available space.
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Delegates make a stand
against fear and terror
Outgoing president Arnaldo Nardone
struck a mood of defiance in his
opening address to congress, thanking
delegates who had overcome ‘fear and
terror’ to come to Antalya.
More than 908 members from 72
countries have made the journey to the
Mediterranean, he confirmed, making
the 53rd congress ‘one of the largest
gatherings in our history’.
But predictions that the meeting
would be the largest ever came to
nothing as the crisis in Syria meant
2014 would be a year of, ‘headlines
about terror for months on end’.
The Ebola outbreak in West Africa
had ‘spread panic across the world’,
and that, too, had meant some
risk-averse delegates had opted to
stay at home this year.
“This proves that headlines have
the power to trigger our most primitive
emotional responses,” he said, “fear,
anger and disgust, and this has made
people more fearful of travel.”
He said the ideals of the meetings
industry were about travel and meeting

Things people say
“He sometimes makes stupid
mistakes as a person,”
Netherlands Board of
Tourism & Conventions’
Eric Bakermans describes
brand ambassador Mr Holland’s
interview about his sex life in a
Dutch magazine.
“He told me ‘I disagree, that is
bullshit.’ And he is my friend!”
Oscar Cerezales, of MCI
Singapore on Steen Jakobsen’s
response to his assertion that
convention bureaux need to
radically change.
“When we ask our members,
they say, ‘We really don’t need
another event!’” North America
ICCA Chapter chair Greg
Talley explains why it’s hard
to motivate his over-worked
members.

Nardone -‘not intimidated’

people from different cultures with
values you might not share. Fear
and terror were the enemies of those
freedoms. “Every delegate has made
the decision not to be intimidated into
staying at home,” he said.

The rousing session, which
included speeches from local
dignitaries, concluded with a
high-octane electric violinist, a
melancholy vocal duet, and some
foot-stomping traditional folk music.

CAT NIGHT CAPERS

Dubai announces ten new congress wins worth US$72 million
Dubai World Trade Centre (DWTC)
has won 10 new international
congresses from 2015 – 2018 which
should attract more than 28,000
delegates and a US$72 million boost
for the emirate.
Industry sectors include healthcare,
energy, aviation, engineering and
insurance.
Ahmed Alkhaja, senior VP – Venues,
DWTC, said: “Dubai has established
itself globally as the regional link for
organisations and industries seeking to
increase their footprint in the MENASA
region. We aim to complement the
emirate’s growth by strategically
targeting congresses in growth sectors

CAT Publications publisher
Steve Lewis is pictured
handling his balls in readiness
for tonight’s CAT night at the
Titanic Deluxe.

to drive maximum benefit and return on
investment.
One of the larger congresses of next
year will be the 11th Worldwide China
Insurance Congress and Dragon Awards

Ceremony taking place in August,
with 7,000 delegates. Other key events
include The International Federation
of Consulting Engineers 2015 and
Consumer Rights Conference.

New European community created for conference destinations
Europe’s position as the number
one destination for business events
could be strengthened by the launch
of a strategic alliance by Europe’s
national convention bureaux.
The initial idea was conceived by
Eric Bakermans from the Netherlands
Board of Tourism and Conventions
and Matthias Schültze from the
6 ICCA DAILY IN ANTALYA

German Convention Bureau and now
includes 17 member nations. The aim
of this informal group of European
national convention bureaux is
knowledge-sharing and cooperation
to strengthen the position of each
individual member as well as boosting
Europe’s standing as the leading
continent for business events.

Bakermans said: “We’re aiming
to have a constructive and active
collaboration on issues to make
us stronger as Europe, without
compromising each country’s unique
identity. Our partnership approach unites
the individual and unique offerings of
each member, to simplify and strengthen
the approach towards key markets.”

New presentation style
keeps UK chapter on
their toes

An innovative new structure for
the UK & Ireland chapter meetings
had participants running (yes,
running!) to the lectern to make their
presentations. Each presenter was
allowed just one minute and one
slide to get their message across
and the time started when they were
introduced.
Kursha Woodgate’s medium-paced
jog delivered her to the stage in the
fastest time but the most memorable
performance came from Sarah
Fleming whose presentation was
interrupted by the one-minute bell.
“Oh, bugger,” she swore as she left
the stage…

Congress in focus!
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GET AHEAD. BE AT IMEX 2015.

IMEX brings you all the greatest and latest essentials from the
meetings industry. Fast-paced and future-driven, there’s even more
in store for next year. With cutting-edge insight and thousands of brilliant
business opportunities, this is the sharp way to stay ahead. And it only gets
better. For your next injection of energy and motivation, think IMEX 2015!
INSPIRATION

POWERED BY IMEX
IMEX-FRANKFURT.COM

2015
Frankfurt / 19-21 May

The worldwide exhibition for incentive travel, meetings and events.
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Antalya - TURKEY
Monday 3rd November 2014

ICCA Media Kit 2015:

Istanbul CAT Night
at Titanic Deluxe Belek

Plan your budget in advance!
ICCA specialises in the international association meetings
sector, offering unrivalled data, communication channels,
and business development opportunities. We are in
regular contact with associations from the Association
Database, comprising over 8,700 association meeting
planners, responsible for 12,000 rotating international
meetings.

Co-sponsored by Istanbul Convention and Visitors Bureau
and CAT Publications
Istanbul CAT Night is promising to take you on a tour of
modern Istanbul. The event taking place in Titanic Square
and Eternity Bar of the Titanic Deluxe Belek Hotel will
showcase entertainment and music from the streets and
nightlife of Istanbul. Enjoy the contemporary Istanbul
cuisine and get ready for some competition at the CAT
Chapter Games and dance the night away with live music.

Advertising opportunities
Both the online and printed publications are promoted to
this highly targeted audience of association executives via:
web banners, emails targeted to associations and hard
copy publications.
High-Five deals
Just a few highlights listed in ICCA’s Media Kit:
Buy a web banner in the Membership Directory
Online for three months
Get web banners on four sub-sections of 		
iccaworld.com for the same month(s) for free!
Advertise in the Membership Directory 		
hard copy publication and place a web banner
in the Membership Directory Online
Directory Online:
Many more great deals are on offer. Collect the Media Kit
hard copy or on USB stick now! Please contact Sebastian
Sew via Spotme.

Save
E695!

We encourage everyone to use social media as a way to add value to the ICCA Congress.
Here are some tips for using the most popular social media channels:
Join the online conversation on Twitter using official ICCA community hashtag:
#ICCAWorld. Follow @ICCAWorld and engage with the ICCA online community
in the following ways:

Introductory Database workshops
This workshop is ideal if you are (relatively) new to the ICCA
Association Database. You will learn step by step how to
use the database and you will discover how it can help you
find potential business.

•

Share the hottest content and key takeaways of ICCA Congress Sessions with
the ICCA community, using #ICCAWorld

•

Search for #ICCAWorld and engage with other members

•

Ask the ICCA online community for advice

•

Share your ICCA activities

An #ICCAWorld Twitter feed is shared on social media screens throughout the
venues during the Congress.
Like our Facebook page on facebook.com/iccaworld, and share your pictures
and videos by tagging the “ICCA World” page in your post. Join the “53rd ICCA
Congress” Event page on Facebook to stay up date with the latest practical event
updates in Antalya.

Twenty computers will be available
(max. 3 people per computer), on a first come
first served basis.

Join the discussion and get advice from the experts in the official ICCA memberonly LinkedIn group: “ICCAWorld” and follow ICCA’s company page on LinkedIn.

There are three workshops, and they are all the same:
Monday 3 November 11.00-12.30

Other social media channels:

Tuesday 4 November 11.00-12.30

•

Flickr: Find ICCA Congress pictures on flickr.com/iccaworld

		16.00-17.30

•

YouTube: Find ICCA Congress videos on youtube.com/iccaworld

Location: 		
		

•

Instagram: Find ICCA pictures on instagram.com/iccaworld and use 		
#ICCAWorld to share pictures with the ICCA community.

Susesi Convention Center,
Room Kastamanou (1st floor)
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Antalya - TURKEY
Monday 3rd November 2014

Closing time for bids:
Tuesday at 15:45!

Spotlight on the Silent Auction
Check out the Silent Auction donations, located on the ground floor of the
Susesi Luxury Resort. These fabulous prizes range from destination packages,
to local treasures, and everything in between. All proceeds collected from the
Silent Auction go toward our ICCA Education Fund, which financially supports
initiatives such as the Forum for Young Professionals. To place a bid for an item,
and learn more about the prizes, please consult the Silent Auction section of
the Spot Me application. The 2014 Silent Auction wouldn’t have been possible
without the generous contributions from our donors – thank you!

#SelfICCA: Share your selfies
at the #ICCAWorld Congress

• Share the ICCA family love and take a creative selfie of
yourself and other members at the ICCA Congress in Antalya.
The more the merrier!
• Special ‘selfie sticks’ will be available at the #ICCAWorld
Social Lounge and from ICCA staff and students, so that you
can include more members in the picture!
• Post it on Twitter or Instagram using the hashtag
#ICCAWorld (and #SelfICCA) or on the “53rd ICCA Congress”
Event page on Facebook.

Research 1 on 1 appointments
If you are a regular user of the ICCA Association Database and
you have a (couple of) specific question(s) about it, or you
would like to check out the latest features to keep updated,
then you can book a half-hour private session with one of the
ICCA Data Experts on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday when
there is no Introductory Database workshop or ICCA Tools
Training.
You can book such a session via SpotMe, or come to the
Susesi Convention Center, Room Kastamanou (1st floor). Are
Marco, Kavitha, Tim, and Willy all busy at that time? Then you
can claim a time slot on the paper schedule placed in the
room.
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Associations tell bureaux: it’s time to do things better
conventions, we have meetings. For
me there is a need for radical change.”
On the same side of the argument,
Melbourne Convention Bureau CEO
Karen Bolinger claimed that new
ventures such as Airbnb - an online
network of bedrooms in varying
accommodation - have caught the
industry unawares.
“We will stagnate if we stand still,”
she said. “Organisations like Airbnb
are coming in from the side, and it’s
unexpected. If we do not recognise
them, we will die. If we really want
to do something different, we have
to have a different outlook and a

different approach to things.”
Stockholm Convention Bureau
senior consultant Henrik von Arnold
turned the tables on associations. He
suggested: “Fine tuning over time
can change things quite radically. It’s
a case of old minds and old brains,
but we need to get more input from
the client to tell us why they are not
interested in how many hotels we
have, why they are not interested in
the facts. For them to ask that we
should do it better, associations have
to communicate better. They have
been sending out the same RFP for
15 years.”

Associations
want
convention
bureaux to ‘radically change’ in order
to understand their objectives better.
In a heated debate moderated by
MCI’s Oscar Cerezales, Alessandro
Cortese, CEO of the European
Society for Radiotherapy, and
Laurence Verhagen, CEO of the
European Society for Radiotherapy
and Oncology, both argued that it’s
time for bureaux to do more than
just provide the facts and to work
as partners – becoming ‘association
bureaux’.
Verhagen said: “CVBs are asking
the wrong questions, it’s not about

how many people in your party or
what connections the destination
has. If they were, they would know
what the real issues are, what the real
drivers are for the associations. There
is a need for radical change, but I am
realistic: not all convention bureaux
are in the same stage of their life
cycle, and even though they would
like radical change they cannot apply
it because they do not have the right
support, from their governments for
example.”
Cortese echoed the sentiment,
adding: “Even the term convention
bureau is wrong, we don’t have

Chapter briefs

Kuala Lumpur venue hosts record number of repeat clients

The Asia Pacific and African chapters
have teamed up with the Antalya Convention Bureau to donate books to the
Foundation for Children with Leukaemia. Delegates were invited to bring
unwanted reads to Antalya, and dozens
were dropped off at the end of the chapter meetings on Sunday.
CAT Night defending champions,
the Scandinavian Chapter, unveiled
their team uniform and name ahead
of tonight’s festivities at the Titanic
Deluxe Belek. And it’s sure to strike fear
into their rivals, as the ‘Scandinavian
Devils’ seek to triumph for a second
successive year. As usual, CAT Night is
a casual affair, but make sure you wear
flat shoes for the activities inside the
Titanic Deluxe!

Meetings boom for
German cities is
reunification dividend
In the 25 years since the fall of the
wall, Germany’s international meetings
business has boomed.
The effect of reunification on the
meetings industry has been an increase
in international conferences by 600
per cent for Berlin, according to the
German Convention Bureau (GCB), and
more than 1,000 per cent for Leipzig,
formerly part of the old East Germany.
At a press conference timed to
highlight 25 years since reunification,
the GCB pointed to Germany’s position
as the number one destination in Europe
for international associations and number
two in the world, behind the USA.

Alan
Pryor
A convention centre will host a
record number of repeat customers in
the final quarter of the year as it gears
up to celebrate 10 years in business.
The Kuala Lumpur Convention

Centre (the Centre) is finishing
2014 on a high with 21 events
taking place between October
and December attracting around
538,000 delegates.
More than three quarters (16) are
repeat bookings and 10 of those have
signed up for five or more editions with
several marking a decade of recurring
events at the Malaysian venue.
General manager, Alan Pryor, said:
“The loyalty afforded to us by our clients

since opening has been second to none.
Their continuing support as returning
clients attest to our delivery of quality
products and services with flexible,
innovative and value-added solutions.”
He added: “As we prepare to
celebrate 10 years in the business
come 2015, we look forward to
celebrating the milestone with the
clients and stakeholders who have
contributed directly and indirectly, to
our growth and success to date.”

Centre’s naming deal guarantees free Wi-Fi for delegates
The Ottawa Convention Centre, in
Canada, has been renamed Shaw
Centre, in a deal which will guarantee
free Wi-Fi access for delegates.
In a ten-year sponsorship
agreement, the Shaw communications
and media agency will, ‘help position
the Shaw Centre and our city for
continued growth in the lucrative
national and international meetings
and conventions marketplace,’ said
Centre chair Marc Seaman.
The partnership will provide Shaw
with the opportunity to showcase its
leading media brands, products, and
services to guests from Canada and

abroad. Notably, visitors to the Shaw
Centre will have access to Shaw Go
Wi-Fi – Shaw’s carrier-grade Wi-Fi
network – throughout the building
with complimentary access to all
guests.
In the coming months, the Shaw

brand will be visible on new interior
and exterior signage and across all
communications platforms. The Shaw
Centre will continue to use ‘Canada’s
Meeting Place’ as its descriptor,
and will partner closely with Ottawa
Tourism.

Nail-biter for Sydney as World Chambers ponders its next move
Sydney, Australia, will have to wait until
later in November to discover whether
it has won the bid to host The Chamber
of Commerce’s World Chambers
Federation Congress in 2017.
Bid leader New South Wales
Business Chamber CEO Stephen

Cartwright said the organisation
had ‘left no stone unturned’ to
win the bid. “There is a great
deal of interest in Australia and
Sydney more specifically from the
international business community
and that certainly came out during

our presentation,” he said. “I know
there is nothing more we could have
done to bring the World Chambers
Congress to Sydney.”
If won, it will be held in the new
International Convention Centre
Sydney (ICC Sydney).

The ICCA Congress Daily – By CAT Publications:
The ICCA Congress Daily does not reflect ICCA’s ofﬁcial position on all the stories: CAT Publications runs the Daily as an independent publication, picking up
hot topics, controversial arguments, and new industry issues, as well as ICCA announcements and instant feedback on what the delegates are thinking and
saying. We think it’s vital to retain the independence of the ICCA Daily and are sure it creates a stronger and more interesting publication.
We hope you all agree! - Martin Sirk
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